Advising

If you are a student and have questions or concerns about the different programs that NELC offers (such as the NELC Major or Minor, for instance), and for technical advice on administrative procedures/requirements or graduate admissions, please contact the NELC Academic Advisor.

Gabriel Skoog
Denny 220A
Box 353120
Tel: 206.685.3743
Email: nelcuauw.edu

Drop-in hours*
M-F 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
M-W & F 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

*Note: Hours subject to change. Please email for appointments.

Undergraduates

If you are an undergraduate student and have questions or concerns about the different programs that NELC offers (such as the NELC Major or Minor, for instance), please contact the NELC Academic Advisor.

Graduate Program Advising

For technical advice on administrative procedures and requirements, contact the Graduate Program Advisor (GPA) at neareastuw.edu or (206) 543-6033.

For questions regarding academic procedures and requirements or concerns, please contact the Graduate Program Coordinator (GPC) Professor Selim Kuru at selimsuw.edu or (206) 543-0697.

Please keep in good communication with both the GPA and the GPC. It is important that they be kept informed of exam dates, graduation plans, study abroad dates, and any other information affecting your status and/or progress in the program.

Facebook Page

The purpose of the NELC Facebook Page is primarily to inform students of many opportunities and announcements from across the University without clogging students' email accounts.

It also serves as a way to engage our current students in the whole of the Near East more than just the one region/language they are specializing in, to promote study of the region to non-but potential-NELC students, and to give students springboards with which to explore the region beyond class assignments.